
ERNIE MARJORM
Looking East

TAG Gallery is pleased to present Looking East, a solo exhibition featuring select paintings by Los Angeles 
based artist Ernie Marjoram. 

Marjoram is an optimist. He views the world as a fascinating place and has often travelled domestically and 
abroad to garner inspiration, understand others, and to facilitate growth of his own sense of self-awareness in 
relation to the world.

Working on canvas with traditional oil paints and brushes, Marjoram sometimes utilizes unconventional mark 
making instruments such as sea sponges, rags, string and rope to create subtle textures and random forms.  
His painting techniques often reflect his interest in combining traditional representational art with contemporary 
impressionism, resulting in canvases that ebb and flow with kinetic energy.

Light has become an important element in his work along with a controlled use of color and a strong sense of 
space and form developed from his early training as an architect. 

The exhibition Looking East runs from August 27 to September 19, 2019. The artist invites you to join him at the 
opening reception on September 7th from 5 to 8pm. There will also be an artist’s discussion September 14th at 
3pm. TAG gallery is located at 5458 Wilshire Boulevard between Fairfax and La Brea. For more information, call 
the gallery at 310.829.9556, email gallery@taggallery.net or visit www.taggallery.net.

August 27 - September 19
RECEPTION: Saturday, September 7, 5-8 PM
Artist Walkthrough: Saturday, September 14, 3 PM

5458 Wilshire Blvd, Los Angeles CA, 90036 http://www.taggallery.net | gallery@taggallery.net | Tel: (310) 829-9556



MARION WOOD 
Tumbleweed

TAG Gallery is proud to present Tumbleweed, a selection of paintings by artist Marion Wood. The exhibition will 
run from Tuesday, August 27 - September 19 with a reception on September 7 from 5-8 PM.

Wood’s work revolves around the juxtaposition between the diverse, vast terrain of the wilderness with simple, 
raw elements of artistic expression. Utilizing hands off mark making technique, she allows the process of gravity 
to dictate the push and pull of her paintings. However with this body of work, Wood shifts control back to her 
brush strokes.

“During the recent firestorms in Ventura County, enormous tumbleweed found it’s way to the door of my studio.  
It was lost and wandering with its own kind of magic and a ghostly presence.  I gave it refuge in my studio and 
continued on with my work.  In the following days I made a connection with this huge beast that had, just like 
me, laid roots and then abandoned them to travel alone.  

As I set about painting the lovely bones of my studio guest, it caused me to reflect on the deep contrast of my 
own of growth and personal migration.”  

-Marion Wood

August 27 - September 19
RECEPTION: Saturday, September 7, 5-8 PM
Artist Walkthrough: Saturday, September 14, 3 PM

5458 Wilshire Blvd, Los Angeles CA, 90036 http://www.taggallery.net | gallery@taggallery.net | Tel: (310) 829-9556
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SUNNY KIM
Cosmic Dream

TAG Gallery is proud to present Cosmic Dream, a selection of paintings by international exhibiting 
artist Sunny Kim. The exhibition will run from Tuesday, August 27 - September 19 with a reception on 
September 7 from 5-8 PM.

Cosmic dream stems from Kim’s curiosity about the mysteries and majesty of the universe, with each 
canvas being a vessel for the endless possibilities the cosmos has to offer its inhabitants. This fascina-
tion stems not from the sheer size and volume of the universe, as she believes it is incomprehensible 
to the human brain, but more so the delicate balance of order and chaos and the spiritual and emo-
tional ramifications that of said balance.

Each canvas is charged with kinetic energy, marrying various color formations, brush strokes, pat-
terns, and material in a “big bang-esque” chemical reaction of its own, resulting in the exhibition to 
exist as a universe of its own, comprised of individual pieces that allow the viewer to journey on their 
own visual adventure.

Kim has attended the Seoul National University College of Fine Arts, Parsons School of Design in New 
York, FIDM in Los Angeles, and has exhibited in Los Angeles, Korea, France, Japan, China, Hong 
Kong and New York.

August 27 - September 19
RECEPTION: Saturday, September 7, 5-8 PM
Artist Walkthrough: Saturday, September 14, 3 PM


